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Love’s Labour’s Lost, or A Russian Priest, Esperantist
and Utopist in the Early 20 c. Japan
Evgeny Steiner

HSE University, Moscow

ABSTRACT
Japan has always occupied a special place in the Russian mindscape. From the
beginning of the first contacts and for the subsequent century and a half, the
invariable pattern of reaction to Japan was the oscillation between rapturous
expectations and a cold shower of encounters. This article offers an analysis of this
paradigm of perception and a deconstruction of certain cultural and psychological
traits of Russian visitors to Japan or residents of that country. Under scrutiny are
their attitudes when confronted with the radical notion of otherness. Special
emphasis is put on what impeded and what facilitated the intercultural dialogue.
The article includes a case study which focuses on the voluminous memoirs (based
on diaries) of the priest Innokentij Seryšev, who spent two and a half years in
Japan in the late Taishō era (1920–1922). The main conclusion is that the invariant
pattern of swinging perception of Japan from rhapsodic to threnodic, was
influenced by objective causes. One of the principal reasons for this is the
underestimation of the level of psychological and cultural differences between the
Russians and the Japanese. Many cultural traits that looked agreeable were
perceived by Seryšev without due context and a proper understanding of the
foreign national and cultural matrix and without realizing his own limits in
interpretation. These peculiarities of perception were (and sometimes still are)
quite similar for many generations of Russian visitors/residents to/of Japan.

KEYWORDS Russians in Japan; 1920s Japan; Russian emigration; Russian perception of Japan;
Esperanto in Japan; misconceptions of Japan

1. The Russian “Japan”: delusions and disillusions

This paper presents some of the results of my research on multifarious patterns
in intercultural communication, in the context of the history of the perception of
Japan, by several generations of Russian travelers, missionaries, and expatriates.
All of them spent quite a significant time (from two or three years to several
decades) in Japan, and underwent drastic changes in their attitude toward
Japan and its people. Invariably, their initial sentiments were highly positive
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and even romantic. Therefore, the subject of this paper is the encounter between
the Russian Japanophile mind with the Japanese reality and the subsequent
interaction with this reality. In a broader academic context, this paper falls into
the category of studies on cultural, religious, and ideological contacts between
the Russian and Japanese people, grassroots diplomacy, and cultural differences.

I put special emphasis on unpublished materials (Seryšev). Thus, the well-
read and commented voluminous literature on Japan, written by Russian visi-
tors from Ivan Gončarov’s The Frigate Pallada to Boris Pilʹnjak’s Korni Japon-
skogo Solnca (The Roots of Japanese Sun), to such once-popular Soviet authors
as Nikolaj Fedorenko (Japonskie Zapisi [Japanese Notes]) and Vsevolod Ovčin-
nikov (Vetka Sakury [The Branch of Sakura]) are of less interest to me.

However, there is one more important reason for not including these texts:
neither of these authors had been a pronounced “Japanophile” before
coming to Japan or in his first steps in that country, and none of them under-
went a serious evolution in the perception of Japan turning into a bitter and
unwilling – yet pronounced – “Japanophobe”.1

Nevertheless, there is one thought in Pilʹnjak’s The Roots of Japanese Sun
which is relevant to my subject:

I should write a story of how Japan enticed, trapped, and wiled a foreigner, sucked
him in like a swamp, or as a wood goblin. With all my heart, I wanted to penetrate
the soul of Japan, into its life and time – and I saw the phantastic appearance of its
everyday life and its people, and understood nothing. I only felt that this country,
inaccessible to me, sucked me in like a swamp. Was it because it really kept great
mysteries, or because I was bursting through the open gate that was guarded by
the police, just because there was nothing behind it. The topic that all writers who
visited Japan set as a task upon themselves: the topic of the impossibility of con-
vergence of the souls of the East and of the West, the topic of how a Western man
is being sucked in and deformed by the East, how he catches a disease under the
name like “Febris orientis” only to get eventually spat out by the East – this topic
was on my list too. (Pilʹnjak 1927, 13) 2

For better or worse, he did not write such a story.3 As for the history of the
Russian perception of Japan in general, it includes a number of works.4

From the very first contacts (here I am not referring to the Japanese cast-
aways in the Petrine Russia, but those contacts since the opening up of Japan
in the middle of the 19th c.), and for the subsequent century and a half, the
predominant pattern of reaction to Japan by the Russians involved the oscil-
lation between rapturous expectations and a cold shower of encounters. For

1I use the words “Japanophile” and “Japanophobe” half ironically, as Bakhtinian “the word of others,”
borrowing them from Seryšev, who used these terms often and discussed them at length (see
below). For present-day sensibilities, this binary terminology is too straightforward.
2All translations are mine.
3Perhaps it is relevant here to mention that in 1937, during the Great Purge, he was accused of being a
Japanese spy and executed.
4See, for instance, Savelli (2004), Soojung Lim (2013); Steiner (1997; 2014), Verbickij (1988), Wells (2004).
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example, the legendary Archbishop Nikolaj (1836–1912) said the following,
after about a quarter of a century of living and working in Japan: “On my
way there, I dreamt much about Japan. It appeared in my imagination as a
bride awaiting my arrival with a bouquet. I expected that soon the good
news of Christ would spread into its darkness, and everything would be
renewed. Having arrived here, I saw that my bride was enjoying the most
prosaic sleep and was thinking nothing of me.” (Dnevniki 1994, xxxiii).

Compare this to the initial ecstasy of the priest Innokentij Seryšev upon his
landing in Japan: “So I stepped onto the soil of my Promised Land, my so
much beloved (in absentia) and desired Japan. Why ‘beloved and desired?!’
It is difficult to understand your own feelings, often they do not obey the
control of reason, and therefore, they are not the subject of critique.”
(V zemnom plane, 1)5

It is interesting to note that these authors, both of whom were priests, and
one of them a celibate hieromonk at that (Nikolaj), speak of Japan in a rather
eroticized language. It is reasonable to suggest that the problem of both was
that they expected a kind of amor sacro with Japan and the Japanese, and
could not come to terms with the amor profano (or rather, a marriage of
convenience) that their unwilling bride could only offer: the ethereal object
of their ardent love appeared to be “Menschliches, Allzumenschliches.”

The analysis of this paradigm of perception can be useful in shedding
additional light on certain cultural and psychological traits of Russian visitors
to Japan, or Russian residents there as they were confronted with the radical
notion of otherness. The imaginary marvels of the little-known but alluring
country, and the uncritical fascination of its alleged wisdom, beauty, and
the efficient social cohesion, was a perennial source of interest for several
generations of Russian visitors. The majority of these preconceptions
changed following close encounters with the Japanese in various business,
domestic, and sexual contexts.

Many examples of this trend can be found in the diaries of Archbishop
Nikolaj who was the first to write in this vein. He was quite successful in bap-
tizing and educating his local Japanese followers (up to 36 000 baptized and
many more catechized).6 But after forty years of his travails he became bitter

5Here and farther in the text the references are made to: Innokentij Seryšev, V zemnom plane moego bes-
konečnogo bytija. Unpublished typescript. Bakhmeteff Archive of Russian and East European Culture,
Butler Library, Columbia University, New York, ca. 1914–1970. 20 boxes. Call number: Ms Coll/ Seryshev.
Japan-related materials comprise Boxes 8–11. The description of Japan and Seryšev’s experience in the
country makes volume two of his writings combined under the above title. Seryšev also wrote about his
views on Japan in Esperanto in the Japanese Esperanto magazine Verda Utopio (Green Utopia, Osaka) for
a year (1920–1921). In 1924, in Harbin’s magazine Vestnik Azii he published a few essays about Japan’s
educational system. All translations of Seryšev’s quotes in Russian and Esperanto are mine.
6The phenomenon of the ROEM goes beyond the scope of our current interest (Seryšev did not have any
connections to it). Now many accounts on its history are available: Cary (1976), Ushimaru (1978), Naga-
nawa (1989; 1995), Sablina (2006, which bears a rather hagiographical predilection but still has many
interesting facts). For a concise analysis of the ROEM see Steiner (1995).
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and disillusioned.7 Nikolaj’s exasperated longings for better indigenous
brethren is reasonable to interpret in two ways: on one hand, his converts
were possibly not the model representatives of the Japanese people (many
of them were dispossessed and penniless former low-level samurai or small
time artisans and craftsmen who had to struggle for their livelihood, and
often they mistook conversion to Christianity for a shortcut to better material
life). However, on the other, they had a different mental frameset. And Nikolaj
possibly could not understand, in many cases, their real behavior and inten-
tions. His texts sometimes cannot help but make us think that he, despite his
abundant scholarship in things Japanese and his decades-long residence in
that country, did not sufficiently appreciate what was later to be called “cul-
tural differences.”

2. Innokentij Seryšev: his life, aspirations and Esperanto

When, in 1995, in Tokyo, I studied the history of the Russian Orthodox Eccle-
siastical Mission in Japan, a few times I came across the name of a certain
Fr. Seryšev, a priest and esperantist, a maverick who did not formally belong
to the clergy of the Orthodox church there. Next year in the Bakhmeteff
Archive in New York, I read his voluminous memoirs and was impressed by
his minute and peculiar observations of life in Japan, where he spent two

7See his grievous revelations: Dnevniki 1994, 273, 274, 321 and many more.
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and a half years (1920–1922). That year I also visited the Museum of Russian
Culture in San Francisco, where the bulk of Seryšev’s papers had been
preserved, but nothing was available because all the documents were stored
in movers’ boxes, and even the finding aids were not yet compiled.8 Since
then, the situation has changed, and in the 2000s a few articles have been
published in Russian about Seryšev’s life.9 Still, nobody yet has read and
analyzed his opus magnum, which is the basis of the case study here.

Innokentij Seryšev (1883–1976), a peculiar mixture of Siberian-born free-
thinking worldwide lone traveler, Esperanto enthusiast, and Russian Ortho-
dox priest, who believed in grassroots cooperativism, was well-educated. In
1910, he traveled in Europe (Berlin, Cologne, Dresden, Brussels, Ostend,
London, Paris, Bern, Zurich, Geneva, Roma, Genova, Naples, Bari, Vienna,
Budapest, Sophia, Constantinople, Mt. Athos) and established numerous
contacts with worldwide Esperantists (later he correspondended with 200
people from 30 countries). At that time, he used to write about seven
hundred postcards per year (receiving back about 600), and their total
number towards the end of his life exceeded twenty thousand. Evidently,
he felt more a citizen of the world than a village batjuška in the Trans-
Bajkal region, close to the Chinese (now Mongolian) border. This is how
he was seen in 1915 by his future disciple in Esperanto: “In front of me
stood a tall slender man, 33–35 years old. He had a delicate soulful face
and clever bright eyes. Beams of light shimmered across his brown moire
robes. A little five-pointed chrysolite star sparkled on the left side of his
chest, in the middle of which silver letters formed a semicircle: Esperanto.”
(Toporov 1980, 113)

In 1917–1918, Seryšev was a member of the board of the cooperative
union of the Altaj region (Kultprosvet department). In 1919 he was invited
to become a secretary of the Department of extramural school education
of the Karakorum-Altaj Zemstvo (under the Omsk White government). Soon
after he assumed his post, peasant insurrections, inspired by the Red,
broke. “[They] began to put pressure on the intelligentsia. Priests, clerks, tea-
chers, cooperators, zemstvoites fled from villages […] We were evacuated to
Bijsk.” (Chochlov 2006, 201). From there Seryšev moved to Barnaul, then
Tomsk, which was still under the Whites. There he managed to get papers
from the Ministry of Education according to which he was sent to Japan
(“without grant support”) to study the school system. He went to Vladivostok
where the local esperantists helped him to obtain a visa to Japan. Thus, the

8Now a short bio is available online (http://www.orthodox.cn/localchurch/seryshev_en.htm); see also a
register of Seryšev’s papers in that museum, compiled in 1999 (http://www.orthodox.cn/localchurch/
seryshev.pdf).
9Three or four of these publications are not academic. Alexander Chochlov wrote four short articles well-
grounded in archival sources (available in Russia) belong to. Most interesting among them: Chochlov
2006.
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life-threatening situation finally led to his long-held dream becoming true.
Evidently, this added to his initial rapture.

Connections in Japanese Esperanto circles served Seryšev from his first day
upon arrival. Local fellows helped him to visit schools and museums.10 He
earned his living by teaching Russian and Esperanto. He was employed by
a big printshop to typeset texts in Cyrillic and Roman scripts. He printed
materials on Esperanto too. Besides this, he worked in Tokyo as a pianist in
a Russian restaurant, a street seller of donuts, a distributor of a magazine in
Japanese and Polish for charitable purposes (for the benefit of Polish children)
and the like. With all the variety of occupations he intermingled with many
Japanese from different strata. As for his ministry, he was not welcome in
the churches of the Russian mission, and just officiated a few times a
month in a modest role of a psalmist in the Russian embassy church.11

Seryšev became friends with the prior of this church, Fr. Pёtr Bulgakov, a
long-time Tokyo resident and a skeptic of proselytism amongst the Japanese.
Both of them were at odds with the stuff of the Russian ecclesiastical
mission.12

Seryšev actively delivered lectures in Esperanto and wrote for Japanese
Esperanto magazines: “Every month, beginning December 1920, my critical
articles about Japan are published in the Japanese Esperanto magazine
Verda Utopio (Osaka),” (V zemnom plane, 149). Strangely, Seryšev here is not
correct with the dates: his small article was published in the very first issue
of this magazine, dated “14/VI 1920.” He begins by introducing himself as
“Siberia esperantisto vojaĝisto” and signs off: “Siberia vilaĝa Pastro, Konper-
aciano Kaj Zem Tvano” (Siberian village priest, cooperator and zemstvoite
[the words “zem tvano” are not Esperanto – I think, this should be Rus.
zemstvo with an Esperanto suffix -ano]).13

This self-attestation – cooperator and zemstvoite –well describes Seryšev’s
social leanings, which were in sync with the Japanese Esperantists, many of

10Slightly later, he became brave enough to undertake a lone trip on foot from Tokyo to Shizuoka (ca.
200 km) on the Tokaido road visiting schools without warning.
11It was the Imperial Russian embassy with prerevolutionary staff, the last in the world. Japanese auth-
orities changed this embassy for the Soviet one only in 1925. See: Abrikossow (1964).
12For a better context, I should mention that the Russian mission in the early 1920s was in a rather mor-
ibund state. The rapid decline began after the death of Arch. Nikolaj, its founder and the Head for fifty
years (1912), and worsened with the stop of money remittance for its budget from Russia after the Bol-
shevik revolution. The great Kanto earthquake (1923) devastated Tokyo and ruined the Nikorai-do cathe-
dral; Japanese flock was considerably reduced; Japanese authorities applied more and more political
pressure. The gradual resurrection began only after the war when during the occupation American
Orthodox bishops were sent from the US.
13I suggest that this is a misprinted esperantized Russian word zemstvo: zem[s]tvano: “a member of
zemstvo,” (an organ of rural self-government in Russia). Zemstvo was established in Zabajkal′e at the
end of 1917. (See Verda Utopio, 11). As I perused a few Seryšev’s Esperanto articles, I noticed that mis-
takes are not seldom there. For example, on the cover of La Revuo Orienta (1920, # 8) his name is printed
as “I. Senšev”: evidently, handwritten letters r and i were mistaken for n. This partially explains why his
name was not mentioned in the recent scholarship: to identify him in these publications was not that
easy.
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whom were adherents of what Sho Konishi labeled as: “‘cooperatist anarchist
modernity’—a commitment to realizing a modern society throughmutual aid
and voluntary activity.”14

Both, Seryšev who tried to be a cosmopolitan, and Japanese esperantists,
believed that Esperanto would provide the world a brotherhood of people,
devoid of national and cultural distinctions and limitations. Perhaps for
them, this “Translingual World Order” (as Konishi put it) was a better version
of Marxist proletarian internationalism. Unfortunately, neither worked. In the
1930s the social climate in Japan turned to more and more militant national-
ism, and as for Seryšev, he, as his writings demonstrate, turned to bitter disillu-
sionment upon realizing that even Esperanto, “the language without culture,”
would not make Japanese society more palatable to him.

But the beginning of the romance was all effulgent and lucid. Seryšev had
become fascinated with Japan from a very early age. He wrote that he had felt
an enormous interest in that country since his student years.15 When the
police made a search of his room (he was under surveillance for his revolu-
tionary activity), many Japan-related materials were found, including photo-
graphs and books. Seryšev was asked to explain his interest in this material as
it was during the time of the Russo-Japanese War and it looked suspicious. He
wrote in this regard: “I was fascinated by its heroism, its marvelous nature, its
beautiful national dress […] I felt the greatness of this little exotic country,
which had been victorious over gigantic Russia – the Russia that had even
defeated the great Napoleon. We did not feel any evil feelings towards
Japan.” (V zemnom plane, 1).

Quite ironically, in Japan, Seryšev was also under surveillance by the secret
police (this time, the Japanese – they were suspicious if he was a Bolshevik,
especially if he hung out with Esperantists), and a certain agent was assigned
to follow him on the streets. One day, Seryšev had managed to escape his
“shadower” but soon began to feel pangs of guilt thinking that this
“hapless tomodachi” (Japanese for “friend”) might be fired for his negligence,
and went back to find him. (p. 124).

Seryšev’s initial entries, predictably, are full of a fascination of exotic
marvels – be it nature, architecture, or people, especially women, whom he
called “living flowers.”

The nature of Japan in many cases looks cute, fairytale-like, exotic: fantastic
mountains covered with vegetation, cozy little coves, beautiful small valleys

14Konishi 2013, Annotation. For some reason, in this interesting book, in which a whole chapter deals
with the infatuation of Japanese social dreamers with Esperanto, Seryšev is not mentioned. (Neither
are the editors of Verda Utopio Aisaka, Fukuta, Hirano or Mariuchi, nor such visible figures amongst
the Russian expats as Bishop Sergij, Fr. P. Bulgakov, or N. Ovidiev.)
15Seryšev was not the first who hoped to find a utopian land in Japan. At the turn of the 20th c. Russian
Old Believers, looking for the holy Land of White Waters (Belovodʹe) undertook several expeditions to
Japan in search for it. Some of them settled on the northern island of Hokkaido. See: Nakamura (1993).
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with scattered hamlets, miraculous checkered tapestries of miniature rice
paddies with their calm mirror-like surface, wonderful little houses with
sliding paper walls, the absence of big stone buildings outside of big cities,
the abundance of dwarf trees of astonishing beauty, rivulets, marvelous little
gardens with tiny ponds and minuscule bridges in the space of 4 to 6 square
sažen [18–26 sq. m – ES] outside of every little house. All this trivial and wonder-
ful diversity of colorful attire of women and children create a miraculous picture
of living flowers. (V zemnom plane, 125)

These rapturous eulogies perhaps fall into the tradition of “orientalist” writ-
ings of that time. However, it can be rather called the voice of a sincere
and slightly naïve admirer of the age of Art Nouveau in want of a less enthu-
siastic and more sober language.

Seryšev went far beyond the typical and superficial cliché. He wrote:

We are dealing with a spectacular nation, with great people. Take note: when
the Japanese imitate, they do not simply act like monkeys and do not copy slav-
ishly. Instead of this, their imitation is wonderfully expedient and skillful - the
ingenious engrafting of a foreign sapling onto their own vine. They do not
accept a foreign culture in its totality by rejecting their own, but take from
the foreign (European) culture and civilization only what is deemed useful for
reaching equality with other countries. They adapted this culture to the spirit
of their people. (V zemnom plane, 126)

Seryšev calls this quality “the miraculous ability of the yellow brains,” using
the expression of Vladimir Krymov (1878–1968), the Russian industrialist
and writer who visited Japan in 1917 and wrote about his impressions of
the country and its people in his book Mantises in a Little Box (Krymov
1921). And he concludes: “This is a BIG, great people!” (V zemnom plane,
127). It would be rather anachronistic to accuse Seryšev of racism in
modern terms. For him and many of his contemporaries, this was a simplistic
figure of speech, which seemed to explain the otherness – and explain it
without any pejorative connotations. On the contrary: Seryšev came from a
humble estate, was a student at the Tomsk University, and belonged to
democratic circles who were critical of the official Russian state. This criticism
and opposition to officialdom made him, perhaps unconsciously, look for a
better national structure than his native one. He was willingly open to love
Japan and to learn from it. As many romantic outsiders before and especially
after him, he turned to Japan as a paragon of an ideal people and society.

After leaving Japan in 1922, Seryšev spent about three years in China
where he taught Esperanto at the Peking University Esperanto College, and
published articles about Japan16 and China. From January 1926, he lived in
Australia, sometimes in dire straits, working as a kitchen hand or doing
other menial jobs. Still, he continued to write and publish (he opened the

16For instance, Seryšev (1924; 1925).
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first Russian publishing house in Australia in 1937). In 1936, foreseeing the
exacerbation of the global political situation, he campaigned for buying
two islands in the Fiji archipelago and establishing there a new independent
state New Russia (Novaja Rossija) for all émigré who eked out a precarious life
in Europe and Asia. (Seryšev 1936). After the war, he sent the bigger part of his
archives to San Francisco and the rest, to Bakhmeteff Archive in New York. He
died destitute and forgotten in Australia in 1976, aged 93.

3. “The Naked Body and Morality”: From Excitement to
Aversion

In every possible way, Seryšev tries to write about Japan in a positive
manner. For example, the chapter “The Naked Body and the Morality”
(Ch. 3) is a hymn to the naturist views. He describes an agreeable
attitude to nakedness: “The naked body! In Japan, it is really everywhere.
Here they are not afraid of the naked body – neither male nor female.”
(V zemnom plane, 134) and continues on a public bath: “You pass by a
public bath – men to the right and women to the left – but the doors are
wide open, and you can see bathers in both areas. Nobody is embarrassed
or perturbed, though perhaps slightly surprised: why is this man looking?
Everything looks natural here.” (V zemnom plane, 134).17

He goes on to tell the story of how he went for the first time to a public
bath and had to undress in the common changing room with a certain
woman, and how after washing himself, he wanted to soak in a pool but
found it too hot. Seeing his predicament, the naked woman came closer,
opened the faucet with the cold water and chatted with him, the naked
foreigner, until the water in the pool became bearable for him.

This enthusiastic naturism notwithstanding, after a certain experience,
either his own or the one retold to him by another foreigner, Seryšev reas-
sessed his initial feelings. He began to ponder the question of how these
views on the relationship between the sexes affect the moral characteristics
of the Japanese. In the following passage he demonstrates his growing
ambivalence about this:

At first, I used to give to this issue an absolutely positive answer: the Japanese
are much healthier than we Europeans with regards to morality, […]. I would
not like to idealize them in this respect, but I believed that if, from their child-
hood they became accustomed to natural views, the matters of the sexes and
physiology, they, volens nolens, should be more morally advanced than we,
because these problems are not a mystery for them, and the appeal of the
unknown is irrelevant. But having observed certain things and discussed this
subject at length with many Russian men and women who had lived in

17Here, unconsciously, Seryšev closely follows the narrative of oriental public baths began by Pushkin in
his “A Journey to Arzrum” (the Tiflis baths).
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Japan for a long time, I have been prompted to seriously rethink my view.
(V zemnom plane 136–37)

He continues by describing various negative and problematic sides of Japa-
nese life, which stemmed, according to his and his Russian informants’
opinion, from the lax attitude to nakedness and sex. Possibly, it was a too
straightforward causal link.

The facts, personally known to me, bear witness to the significant debauchery
and depravity of the Japanese. These are: the abundance of venereal diseases
(the numerous doctors, special hospitals and medicines testify to this); the
widespread debauchery amongst the young generation; the serious presence
of the ‘children’s malaise’ and homosexuality in a huge variety of forms. I was
told about all of this by both Japanese and Russians, and the latrine graffiti
testified to this too. (There was a time when I undertook a survey of these
places and in every one I would find proof of the well-developed sins of
Sodom amongst the Japanese). (V zemnom plane, 137)

Besides a slightly comical curiosity of an Orthodox priest to Japanese verna-
cular latrinalia, we need to comment on what Seryšev castigated as “sins of
Sodom.” Most probably, he was not aware of the cultural context of homo-
sexuality in Japan, which did not have a Christian stigma about it and was
much more tolerable, and perhaps, broader spread. (On this subject, see
Pflugfelder 1999).

Moreover, Seryšev left interesting commentaries about the street behavior
of the people in Tokyo towards foreign women.

A few Russian ladies that I knew and I, had to work for several months on the
streets of Tokyo both day and night (until half an hour before midnight): we
were selling newspapers, magazines, and donuts. Thus, we were fairly
acquainted with the Japanese crowd […]; here we had a chance to witness
that the Japanese are very insolent fellows – and many of them intelligent
(or half so) at that. Though sober, they made passes at our ladies, made nefar-
ious offers with words and gestures, tried to embrace or touch them and so on,
while the crowd around merrily laughed at their vile words and sordid jokes.
(V zemnom plane, 137)

It is interesting that Seryšev made a point of specifying that the harassing
individuals on the Tokyo streets were intelligent (Rus. intelligentnye). They
looked like educated middle-class city dwellers, and Seryšev unconsciously
compared them with the Russian intelligentsia known for their high moral
standards and delicate manners (at least ideally). He, therefore, expected to
find similar patterns of behavior in the well-dressed and seemingly Europea-
nized Japanese people. On the other hand, being the offspring of several gen-
erations of democratic populists (Rus. narodniki), Seryšev believed that the
simple country folk in Japan were different: sincere, good-hearted, and not
spoiled by the miasma of the big capitalist cities (V zemnom plane, 144).
Here he expresses the typical view of the Russian intelligentsia which
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idealized “the people” and juxtaposed the uncorrupted pure souls of the pea-
sants with the “educated classes.” However, he was not aware of the real
picture of the social behavior of the different strata of Japanese society, as
well as the real motives of the assailants whomade fun and impertinent prop-
ositions to foreign white women who they saw on the street at night time. At
the same time, as an honest chronicler, he included in his description of Japan
a few accounts of other Russian immigrants who had close encounters with
these unrefined Japanese classes. One married Russian lady, being, evidently,
penniless as a result of her and her husband having to escape from revolu-
tionary Russia, had to rent a room from a rickshaw driver. “I cannot tell you
all that I saw and experienced while living for four years with the Japanese.
My husband and I lived with a rickshaw. Such a bestial family! Always
naked, they performed all their natural needs openly and without any
shame. They also always opened the door to the kitchen when I was
washing there […] They are such animals! The Japanese are real beasts.” (V
zemnom plane, 137).

Here again, we see a typical case of different cultural patterns. The “bestial”
Japanese family displayed an easygoing attitude to the body and its natural
functions. The apparent contradiction with the famous definition of Japanese
culture as a “shame culture,” propagated by Ruth Benedict, is not, in fact, a
contradiction at all. This is because this attitude diminished the sense of
shame and embarrassment connected with one’s outer appearance, and
emphasized the feeling of shame for moral and psychological issues.

Seryšev’s testimonies of contacts with common Japanese people are very
important because they are unique: Westerners from other countries at that
time did not mix so closely with the Japanese. In this respect, the position of
the Russian expatriate community in Japan was very special: being en masse
dispossessed stateless people, they had to interact with the local population
more closely, and often at lower and harsher levels.18

Yet again, the unique documentary importance aside, Seryšev’s jeremiad
against the Japanese licentiousness, finds its striking counterpart in the Wes-
terners’ writings about Muscovy, when it first became the object of field
observations. The British ambassador Giles Fletcher (1548–1611), who
visited Russia in 1588, wrote: “And yet it may be doubted whether is the
greater, the crueltie or intemperancie that is used in that countrey. I will
not speak of it, because it is so foul, and not to be named. The whole countrey
overfloweth with all sinne of that kind. And no marvell, as having no law to
restrain whoredomes, adulteries, and like uncleannesse of life.” (Fletcher
1643, 279).

18Good exposure to the unique situation of the Russians in Japan in the 1920–30s gives Yukiko Koshiro in
the chapter “Russians in Japan: Blue-eyed Neighbors” in her book (Koshiro 2013, 61–71).
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For the time being, we can suggest that Seryšev (and his compatriots in
Japan) misconstrued Japanese society in a manner similar to the possible mis-
construction of Russian society by the early European visitors. A more
detailed interpretation I shall try to build towards the end of this article.

4. The quality of Japanese goods through the eyes of the
Russian customer

For all those familiar with the excellent reputation of contemporary Japanese
consumer goods – from kitchen appliances to cars and electronics – the
opinions expressed by our diarist can be difficult to believe. However, for
Seryšev, it was one more reason for exposing another side of Japan. For
him, an interesting and quite unexpected rationale for disillusionment in
Japan, could be found in a way in which the Japanese conducted business
with foreigners and in the quality of Japanese goods and services. Seryšev
devoted dozens of pages to this subject.

If you placed an order (in a shop, for example), it will almost certainly NOT be
ready on time, unless you, knowing their habits, remind them a few times
beforehand. As for the good quality of goods, without a second thought they
will try to give you some rubbish, foul perishables or stinking meat, and –
according to Japanese ethics – you are supposed to not show that you don’t
like it. To the dismay of the Japanese, we, the Russians, often would bring
back the meat […] which emitted a stench discernible from a mile away. And
the neighbors expressed their surprise with our ‘ignorance’ and ‘boorishness,’
to put it mildly.

All Japanese goods are ‘rubbish’ (Rus. Drjan’ ). They are made to last only a short
time. Even their wooden clogs (geta) are crafted so poorly that they cannot
survive a full month. Geta’s wood rubs out, tabi’s (socks) ribbons get torn
even after only two weeks! For sure, I kept making fun of geta masters, but
they tried to assure me that I was walking with the wrong gait and thus
inflicted excessive wear and tear onto their product. However, it’s impossible
to trot in the manner of a duck! (V zemnom plane, 148)

The above passage is quite hilarious, but here lies one of the major problems
of Seryšev (and other romantic Japanophiles): he eagerly traded his sacerdo-
tal robes for Japanese kimono and sandals, but, in all sincerity, he could not
grasp that this garb was designed for a different body language – a different
gait, different posture, different positioning of themselves in space. For
someone who used to wear high leather boots, delicate geta were prone
to wear out rather quickly. And of course, the Russian visitor, who was accus-
tomed to heavy, solid, and durable things, could not comprehend that the
materials and the price, as well as the Japanese traditional attitude to the
impermanence of things, made everyday items such as clogs and their
straps, not last long.
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5. “Pushing out”

Another subject of Seryšev’s bitter jibes is what he called “pushing out” (Rus.
vytesnenie). In this respect, he was not the first foreigner to address this
problem – half surprisingly, half with the hurt feelings of someone who
was rejected in his best intentions and whose services were not duly
acknowledged.

Because of their national self-consciousness, the Japanese now squeezed out
foreign specialists everywhere and substituted them with their own pro-
fessionals. […] Nothing foreign stays here for long, including artists, actors,
singers, musicians, even operatic ones – eventually, they fail. […] I have wit-
nessed the creation and demise of many different Russian and Russian-Japa-
nese ventures, and it is well understood why the Russians, those who can,
run from Japan wherever it becomes possible – most to America and some
to Australia.” (V zemnom plane, 143–44)

Another long-time Russian resident of Japan, Fr. Pёtr Bulgakov, wrote exten-
sively about this phenomenon. He served as a chaplain at the Russian Imper-
ial Embassy in Tokyo, and after the 1917 Revolution, he spent a few years
there before moving to the United States.19 Seryšev quoted him sympatheti-
cally many times. Bulgakov went so far as to unequivocally criticize the whole
idea of establishing a Russian church mission in Japan. In his opinion, it was a
waste of time, money, and best intentions.

At the end of this chapter, Seryšev concludes:

But after using many useful people and learning many important things from
them, the Japanese could not deprive their teachers of the honor of being
their instructors and of treating them chivalrously. For this is the country of
the former knights, the samurai, and it is proud that the samurai spirit, that
special Japanese spirit of ‘Yamato damashii’ [‘Japanese spirit’ – ES], has not
been extinguished in the nation. But can we really see it? No, somehow we
do not see it. Or is the spirit of Japanese knighthood DIFFERENT from the
spirit of the mediaeval European Christian knighthood? (V zemnom plane, 149)

Here, Seryšev unwillingly juxtaposes Japanese and Christian models of social
behavior. He did not know the group (or communal) thinking or behavioral
patterns of the Japanese, and their distinction between uchi (moral and
social rules applied to those who are “inside”), and soto (“outside”, the
norms appropriate for those who do not belong to the group, whether it
be a family, clan, commune, or corporation).20 This was perhaps the most
painful thing to understand for the European Japanophiles: all their enthu-
siasm notwithstanding, they were doomed to be considered as soto, outsi-
ders, and, in many cases, the within-group modes of conduct were not
applicable to them. Here, I believe that the important difference between

19His letters and diaries are preserved in the Museum and Archive of Russian Culture in San Francisco.
20See, for example, Makino (2002).
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the Russians in Japan at the time of Seryšev’s writings and other foreigners
should be remembered: the majority of Russians were stateless refugees
who wanted to be accepted (at least, economically and in terms of human
rights) much more than many other gaijins of the Western community in
Japan.

6. The steady (and sometimes steamy) evaporation of
Japanophilia

Towards the end of his discourse, Seryšev makes more and more revelations.
The largest and most important chapter, Chapter 6, is entitled “Dishonesty
and Moral Unscrupulousness (Rus. Nravstvennaja nečistoplotnost′) of the Japa-
nese”. It begins with a grave generalization: “All Russians who have lived a
considerable amount of time in Japan, agree that the Japanese middle-
classes are conniving, perfidious, and dishonest. [They] are of the same
opinion which coincides with the impression expressed in the title of this
chapter.” (V zemnom plane, 144)

Seryšev then goes pretty far to elaborate on this thesis. He tries to explain
his disillusionment (and possibly to exonerate himself in his own eyes for the
change in his attitude):

It is difficult to deal with the Japanese. Most, if not all of the Russians, arrive in
Japan as Japanophiles (a priori), but many who have lived and still live in Japan
depart as Japanophobes, or, at best, disillusioned. You cannot rely on the Japanese.
Never. By nomeans. Not on anyone. In this respect, themost precious and absolute
characteristics of the Orthodox Japanese, have been described by the late Arch-
bishop Nikolaj, who knew the Japanese as nobody else and who sincerely loved
them as his spiritual children. […] “We cannot rely on a single Japanese person
… […] Referring to one well-known figure, Nikolaj wrote: ‘The Japanese are
ALMOST ALWAYS duplicitous. On one hundred occasions they can give you
kind looks and soft words, but on the 101st occasion, they might show their
claws…Do not believe them, be vigilant. Do not expect anything to be comforta-
ble when dealing with the Japanese’.” V zemnom plane, (145)

Quite possibly, the problem with which Seryšev had been struggling, was not
exclusively with the Japanese, but with more general patterns of intercultural
dialogue.21

As a striking demonstration of the perfidy of the Japanese, Seryšev gives
the detailed story of the Ovidiev family who underwent an evolution in

21These judgments about the business habits of the Japanese and intercommunication with them, yet
again can be perfectly mirrored in the westerners’ account about the Russians in the early stage of the
intercultural contacts. Here is what Sigismund von Herberstein (1486–1566) wrote in his Rerum Moscov-
iticarum Commentarii (1549): “In making bargains, if you happen to say or promise anything somewhat
imprudently, they carefully remember it, and urge its performance; but if they themselves in their turn
promise anything, they do not hold to it at all. Whenever, also, they begin to swear and protest, you may
know for a certainty that there is some trick underneath, for they swear with the very intention of deceiv-
ing and overreaching.” (Herberstein 1851, 113).
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their attitude from the “gentle (or sweet – milaja) Japan,” to the “cursed
(prokljataja) Japan.” Nikolaj Ovidiev (1891–1938) was a professional Japanol-
ogist, a graduate of the Oriental Institute in Vladivostok. At his own expense,
he went to Japan to further his expertise. He was invited to edit the magazine
Golos Japonii (The Voice of Japan) in both Russian and Japanese, but his
employer paid him significantly less than what had been agreed upon in
the contract. Many promises were not kept and he was abruptly dismissed
and had to leave after fourteen months of struggle. He later perished in
Soviet Russia during the 1937 Great Terror, after being accused of working
for the Japanese intelligence. Seryšev wrote about his experience in these
words: “During these fourteen months, Ovidiev was involved with many
firms and individual people. Invariably he would meet with duplicity, false
promises, postponing things for ‘tomorrow’ and ‘the day after tomorrow’.
He sank into deep pessimism and despair and told me that they totally
drained his soul.” (V zemnom plane, 147)

In many cases, the ultimate reason for hurt feelings and resentment was
not the ill will of Japanese counterparts, but sheer misunderstanding or
different expectations. Seryšev describes quite negatively the well-known
Japanese characteristic of not being able to say “no” to anybody: “The Japa-
nese cannot say ‘no,’ unlike us Russians – ‘If not, no’. He will promise, he will
say ‘yes, sure’, he will make an appointment – and will not come or, if he does
come, will begin to feed you with ‘tomorrows’. They say it is a delicate
manner, of sorts, but I think that it is plain idiocy, an absence of civility and
bravery, an inability to see the truth and a lack of capacity to step in
another person’s shoes.” (V zemnom plane, 147)

At the same time, Seryšev puts forward the following caveat based on his
own and his informants’ frustrating experience:

By no means do I want to say that there are no good people amongst the Japa-
nese… However, 1) they are but a few and far in between individuals, and 2)
the Japanese combine within themselves a heavy predisposition towards nega-
tive features; 3) amongst the very best Japanese (they are in my opinion the
majority of the Japanese Esperanto enthusiasts – which is understandable
because in general, it is idealists who join Esperanto – I still noticed a lack of
accuracy, inability to keep a promise and an inability to say ‘no’. (V zemnom
plane, 147)

Nevertheless, at the beginning of the next chapter, Seryšev says that he is not
a Japanophobe, just as he is not a “Jewphobe” (Rus. evreefob), but proclaims
himself a true Japanophile (this is how he entitled his essays in the Harbin
newspaper Naša Zarja (1923–24, № 80-90s): “From the notes of a true Japa-
nophile.” “A sincere person is one who loves Japan but sees its shortcomings
and deficiencies.” He even goes far beyond that by saying that most of the
bad things found in Japan are the result of the bad politics of the Japanese
authorities: “The power belongs to those groups in society that lead the
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people by force and deception, through chauvinism, militarism, and self-con-
ceitedness […] Now tell me from the bottom of your heart: is the entire
nation guilty of this?” (V zemnom plane, 150). In other words, at the end of
his diatribes, Seryšev somehow makes a U-turn, saying that the people are
good while the authorities are bad. This is not a surprise, because he was a
kind-hearted person, democratically predisposed, and quite ecumenical for
a Russian Orthodox priest.22 However, this twist looks not to be so convin-
cing. It only proves that no matter what Seryšev (as well as many other
Russian bookish Japanophiles) had felt about being uncomfortable with
the reality (or what he believed to be reality), encounters with the real
people of Japan turned out to be rather disappointing.

7. Conclusion

The main conclusion of this article is that the invariant pattern of swinging
perception of Japan from rhapsodic to threnodic, was influenced not by
the personal character of Russian observers, but rather by objective causes.
One of the principal reasons for this is the underestimation of the level of
psychological and cultural differences between the Russians and the Japa-
nese. Many cultural traits that looked agreeable were perceived by Seryšev
without due context and a proper understanding of the foreign national
and cultural matrix and without he himself realizing his own limits in
interpretation. These peculiarities of perception were (and sometimes still
are) quite similar for many generations of Russian visitors/residents to/of
Japan. This fact allows us to suggest the existence of certain stereotypes
among Russian people about the Japanese people. These stereotypes may
also be collated with how these stereotypes correlated with the changing
(or constant) patterns of Japanese interaction with foreigners, their open-
ness/closeness etc.

An explanation of the peculiar Russian attitude towards Japan (compared
with people from other countries), I suggest, is a combination of divergent
psychological features in the bearers of the Russian cultural mindset:

Firstly, this is, as Dostoevskij put it, the “universal responsiveness” (vsemir-
naja otzyvčivostʹ), that he (and many other representatives of the intelligen-
tsia) believed to be a cornerstone of the Russian character but which, alas,
was not really at work in cultural encounters.

Secondly, cultural curiosity and goodwill – which, when tested, often
appear to be rather superficial.

Thirdly, the lack of a certain pliability, or, put differently, the presence of
rigid thinking. This hinders any adequate understanding of an (un)pleasant-

22Actually, he served as a parish priest only a few years before 1917. Since then, for about sixty ears, he
was a supernumerary (zaštatnyj) priest without a parish or regular duties.
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looking Other, in all the complexity of his behavioral patterns and the inner
structure of his culture.

Fourthly, a wounded feeling because the beloved Other reveals himself to
be somebody else. In this situation, misunderstanding and suspicions grow.

Yet another peculiar feature of the circumstances of Russians in Japan in
the post-revolutionary period was their unique position amongst other wes-
terners. In general, they were poor refugees who, unlike the overwhelming
majority of other westerners, came to Japan without their own means or
without having secured any job contract. They, with rare exceptions, did
not work for foreign firms or did not have enough skills to be hired by the
Japanese as, say, musicians or teachers. Being stateless, they were not pro-
tected by their embassy; they had no place to go; they often had to
become piroshiki (pirožki or pies) makers or peddlers of rolls of fabric (Rus.
otrezčiki – a unique occupation amongst the Russians in 1920s Japan). They
had to go through many hardships, interacting with different, often
unrefined and sometimes hostile locals – in other words, they had to struggle
for their lives which helped their initial idealism to dissipate. On the other
hand, the Russians themselves were often not ideal. The lukewarm feelings
or sometimes plain animosity from the Japanese could have been provoked
by the behavior of the Russians themselves. Seryšev quite objectively wrote:
“Lately, the Japanese have stopped renting their houses to Russians because:
1) The Russians are prone to sloppiness and they litter their dwellings; 2) they
do not pay their rent on time; 3) as soon as a Russian moves into a Japanese
household, the police begin visiting the landlord telling him that a dangerous
man lives on his premises, and he, the landlord, has to spy on his tenant.”
(V zemnom plane, 142).

However, this reservation cannot counterweigh the predominantly disillu-
sioned view of Seryšev and his other compatriots regarding the Japanese. In
the end, it can be concluded, in an intentionally formulaic and perhaps pro-
vocative way, that the Russian (and quite probably not only Russian) visitors
enjoyed various (or all) things Japanese, but disliked the actual Japanese
themselves, who often did not conform to the unrealistic preconceptions
held by Russians –preconceptions based on an out-of-context and ahistorical
perception.

Finally, we should make use of those observations and verdicts of early
visitors to Russia that are typologically very similar to Seryšev’s unflattering
reprobation. When the mentioned authors came to Russia in the late 16th–
17th centuries, the cultural code of Muscovy was very different from the
West European one. To aggravate the situation, the Moscow czardom in its
last decades (i.e. pre-Petrine), experienced a protracted systemic turmoil
which evidently affected the population in various ways – not dissimilar to
the situation in Japan in the early decades of its opening to the West.
Seryšev and his educated contemporaries were, in a way, products of the
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post-Petrine westernization of Russia – and thus they abandoned many of
those behavioral traits that had been seen by travelers to Muscovy. As a
result, when they, the Russian enthusiasts, came to early modern Japan,
they perceived what they saw through the narrow lenses of Russian Eur-
opeans (and in distress at that). As much as they tried to love Japan with
all their unrestrained Russian soul, they did not try hard enough to adjust
their expectations.
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